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At Trenton Fire, we have been supporting all aspects of fire safety on NHS estates for over 20 years. With over 40 skilled and dedicated 
professionals we have built up a huge amount of NHS experience which we draw from every day to make sure we understand what 
is needed and are able to deliver in the format required.
Trenton Fire personnel have significant experience in health care projects ranging from new hospitals to providing fire safety support 
for existing estates. Our recent projects include:

• Surrey and Borders Partnership NHS Foundation Support (Broad range of support)
• Guys and St Thomas NHS Foundation Trust (Broad range of support)
• NHS Properties (Fire Risk Assessment)
• NHS Direct (Fire safety surveys)
• Kings College London (Fire risk assessments and surveys)
• North Middlesex University Hospital (Fire Engineering, advice and AE(fire))
• Oxfordshire NHS Foundation Trust (Authorising Engineer (fire))
• Oxfordshire University NHS Foundation Trust (Fire safety advice)
• St Georges Hospital (Fire Engineering)
• Royal Free Hospital (Framework)
• Homerton Hopsital (Broad range of support)
• Royal Berkshire Hospital (Broad range of support)
• Bluebell Health Centre, Liverpool (Fire engineering)
• Highfields Adolescent Mental Health Unit, Oxfordshire (Fire engineering)
• HMP Brixton Healthcare, London  (Fire engineering)

EXPERIENCE

PARTNERSHIPS
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Trenton Fire are one of the largest, independent fire safety consultancies in the UK operating across all sectors. With a highly  espected 
and experienced team of fire safety consultants, Trenton Fire have a proven track record of innovative and cost effective design, 
and demonstrable success in the navigation through the approvals process. As a result, we provide a high level of competency and 
capability, developing fire safety strategies for a range of projects across the UK and overseas.

AWARD WINNING PARTNERS IN FIRE SAFETY

Trenton Fire, working in partnership to make healthcare safer.



1. STRATEGIC ADVICE
We have developed a four step plan that can take any NHS estate, 
large or small, at any level of current fire safety compliance, poor 
or excellent, and put the necessary structures and processes 
in place to ensure you can demonstrate to stakeholders, fire 
service, insurers or others, that your estate it a high level of fire 
safety compliance and will be maintained as such.

This 4 step approach can be adjusted to match available 
budgets and is a tried and tested approach with some unique 
approaches to things like training and information gathering 
that help improve awareness and effectiveness, and increase 
cost efficiency.

2. AUTHORISING ENGINEER (FIRE)
HTM 05-01 outlines an external role that it advises each NHS 
estate fills. The primary responsibility is as an assessor but 
they will also make recommendations for the appointment 
of Authorised Persons (Fire), monitor the performance of fire 
safety management, and provide an annual audit to the Board 
Level Director (with fire safety responsibility).
The guidance recommends that this role be filled by a competent 
Chartered Engineer. There are only limited numbers of chartered 
engineers available, and we have one of the highest proportions 
of CEng in our fire engineers, but for pragmatic and cost reasons 
the chartered engineer can lead a team of experienced people 
that can feed into this.
We are providing this role for a number of Trusts and with 
good knowledge of the NHS estate these audits can be very 
constructive and useful, rather than anything to be feared. It is 
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likely that every building on every estate will have an element 
of non-compliance which can be efficiently and effectively 
managed with the right knowledge and advice, we just need to 
know about them. 

3. SURVEYS 
Knowledge of the estate is very important in order to 
understand the extent of any issue that is to be dealt with. A 
common problem is trying to highlight all fire safety issues with 
one survey. This is very expensive and results in an avalanche 
of information which is generally too difficult to effectively deal 
with. By looking at the estate strategically at the outset the key 
components can be identified and it is likely 80% of the fire 
safety risk can be dealt with at 20% of the cost.
The primary concern is notifying people of a fire, staff acting 
correctly when it occurs and the fire being contained. Therefore 
fire detection, training and compartmentation are usually the 
three key areas. Initially focus on these areas, get them up to 
the right level, then start to address other issues. 

4. FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT
This type of assessment is a snapshot at the time of visiting which 
highlights any problems or any good things that are happening. 
It is a very useful way, when undertaken by a competent 
individual, of getting early warning of any developing risks. As 
with anything, early warning allows much more cost effective 
solutions to be applied.
By using a software based system we can undertake analytics 
of the general fire safety across the estate, spot trends and 
identify key issues. We can also get the reports out quickly and 
enable the actions to be tabled and fed into the right areas to be 
addressed in the recommended time scales.
We are independently accredited under the BAFE scheme for 
our competency company wide and we work hard to ensure our 
skills are maintained and are consultants undertake regular CPD 
to develop their skills.

NHS estates have unique issues and we have developed a unique set of services that our clients can choose from, and understand 
how it fits within the whole fire safety framework.

SERVICES & ADVICE
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1. Roles & 
Responsibilities

2. Fire 
Strategies

3. Surveys, 
inspections & 
assessments

4. Actions
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5. DOOR AND PRODUCT ASSESSMENT
Compartmentation is a major issue across most large estates 
and we have a range of skills from people with 20 years real fire 
testing experience of doors, floors and partition systems, to fire 
dynamics specialists who can model expected fire development 
and assess the level of protection needed. This was recently 
recognised by English Heritage and we have developed a system 
they now use across their estate.
If you have issues with compartmentation we can review and 
advise on what needs to be replaced or what can be upgraded. 
Often upgrades can be done but rarely are because the assessor 
does not have the depth of knowledge that Trenton Fire can 
draw on.

6. FIRE ENGINEERING
A common complaint we have heard is that people often try 
to apply the latest guidance to a building that was built 20-50 
years ago and simply will never comply. By having a detailed 
understanding of the purpose of the guidance in the HTMs 
we can provide effective and efficient alternatives through the 
development of fire strategies for existing buildings.
The fire strategies are extremely important when managing an 
estate as they will set out the minimum fire safety expectations 
covering means of warning and escape, internal surfaces, 
compartmentation, external fire spread and fire service access. 
You will then have a document that provides a benchmark for 
any particular building so when renovation or extensions are 
taking place you know strategically what needs to be done, and 
anyone fitting out a floor or relocating a department, knows 
what they must comply with.
This is generally the biggest single failing as the building starts 
off operating well but over time as floors are refitted, partitions 
are moved and developments occur, the original fire safety 
concepts are lost and nothing replaces them.
This is as important for a new build as an existing to ensure 
the building operates as the end user wants, not as the 

architect wants it to look like or the contractor wants to build. 
By employing the fire engineer directly by the Trust, and not 
relying on the Trust fire officer, as this is a very demanding role 
for a large new building, you can be as sure as you can that the 
building you want is what you are getting for a comparatively 
small cost

7. TRAINING
The sheer number of staff and the sometimes transient nature of 
it means that fire safety training for staff can be a difficult issue. 
This is where a strategic call can be made on how fire safety 
is managed. There are some core principles to managing fire 
safety and the amount of training can be reduced by having fire 
safety leads on floors who manage evacuation or by simplifying 
the management procedures adopted. This means less time 
is needed for training, less skilled staff can deliver and other 
methods of training delivery can be adopted an example of this 
is ipads or similar devices located on wards with specific training 
items identified and able to be viewed at the convenience of 
staff. This way we can also track who has watched the training 
video and how often.

8. AD HOC SUPPORT
A wide range of queries are received by any Trust fire officer 
and we have provided helpdesks and other systems to support 
the work they do. It is very difficult to know everything in fire 
safety therefore having the ability to call on a dedicated fire 
safety consultancy with a wide range of skills and good NHS 
experience, can be invaluable to maintaining a good level of fire 
safety compliance.

SUMMARY
All these services tie together and we can provide any or all of 
them. Budgets are obviously key and we have a lot of experience 
setting out budgets for coming years and sticking to them by risk 
assessing what needs to be done.
If we can help with managing fire safety on your estate, call us 
on 01869 366545 or email enquiries@trentonfire.co.uk.
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We pride ourselves on our high number of repeat clients. 
Homerton Hospital is a very good example of this having been 
introduced to us through our sister company Butler and Young 
Ltd Approved Inspectors in 2004. Since then we have provided 
advice on a wide variety of projects where our expertise has 
resulted in safe and efficient projects with on time and on 
budget delivery. 
Our unique skill set has meant we have undertaken:
• Compartment wall surveys
• Fire Door surveys
• Fire strategies for new build and renovation
• Fire risk assessments

We firmly believe that the development of fire safety solutions 
is a two way process involving management and stake holders in 
some detail. The solutions we are providing are therefore those 
best suited for the efficient operation and budget of the various 
organisations involved.

COMPARTMENT SURVEYS
The fire door and compartment wall surveys are a unique 
service when combined with our fire engineering expertise 
that few other consultancies can match. One of our engineers 
has 12 years experience in fire testing of passive fire protection 
products and fire door assessments and others have a passive 
fire protection testing background. We can therefore attend site 
and identify elements of structure, such as doors or partitions, 
that are safe to retain for use or assess the minimum level of fire 
resistance or protection and recommend potential upgrades. 
We were then invited us to inspect a number of their wards 
and buildings with a view to providing a fire strategy identifying 
compartment lines which complied with HTM05-02 where 
possible but included fire engineered solutions where not. 

We then inspected the areas and identified problems with 
compartment lines usually consisting of doors and penetration 
sealing but also included assessing unusual methods of 
construction. We then reported on these and recommended 
how they were dealt with based on hospital concerns.
We can provide expert analysis of suitable proprietary sealing 
systems with a unique knowledge of the expected performance 
of each product. We can therefore advise on suitable methods 
and visually inspect work to ensure it is done to the required 
standard. We have undertaken this service on over a hundred 
projects with many of these being NHS properties.

DIFFICULTIES OVERCOME: Some of the areas needing to be 
surveyed were still in use therefore we had to work closely with 
management of the various areas to minimise disruption.

ADDED VALUE: The surveys can significantly reduce the amount 
of demolition required and allow existing but serviceable 
products to be used again. This can reduce costs and increases 
the sustainability of the build by reducing transport and  waste. 
Inspections can then provide a suitable level of confirmation 
that the work has been undertaken to the requisite standard.

CASE STUDY: FIRE ENGINEERING & RISK MANAGEMENT
HOMERTON HOSPITAL

APPOINTMENT:  
Compartment wall surveys
Fire Door surveys
Fire strategy
Fire risk assessments
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FIRE STRATEGIES
One of our most recent projects was renovation and extension 
of a neo-natal unit following the guidance in HTM05-02 and 
using fire engineering principles. Our report provided a number 
of benefits including rationalising means of escape through 
development of the phased evacuation strategy. Integration 
of the new units was a high priority so management of the 
premises was simple to undertake and associated costs are kept 
to a minimum. We also carefully look at the fire risk as within one 
hospital there are a whole range of fire risks, from offices and 
retail to industrial and residential. As such different approaches 
can be used for the different areas, particularly when located in 
different blocks. This ensures a cost effective solution for each 
area using recognised principles.

DIFFICULTIES OVERCOME: We recognise that todays health 
service providers are operating in a fast changing and dynamic 
environment therefore flexibility in our project delivery was 
also a concern. For this reason we did not look at justifying 
deviations through controlling fire loads or the numbers of 
people in certain areas as we are aware that this increases the 
management required for these areas and is often unrealistic. 
Alternative methods were therefore proposed and new exits 
provided.

ADDED VALUE: Our engineers sit on a range of committees 
that regularly reviews new fire safety legislation and guidance 
documents for the Institute of Fire Engineers. Through this 
knowledge we were aware of the introduction of HTM05-02 
before it came in and could introduce it to aspects of the design 
where cost effective and appropriate to do so.

FIRE RISK ASSESSMENTS
We regularly undertake fire risk assessments to ensure that 
all fire protection equipment is working and is being serviced 
and maintained regularly. We also check documentation and 
management issues to ensure all your requirements under the 
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order are being achieved. This 
gives great peace of mind to the senior management team, staff 
on the ground and patients and visitors using the services. 

DIFFICULTIES OVERCOME: It is rare that the fire safety guides 
can be followed exactly and our risk assessors often have to 
rationalise the fire safety aspects such as reception areas in 
stairs. If there are sufficient alternatives and the reception desk 
is critical to the operation then we have justified this deviation. 

ADDED VALUE: During the fire risk assessment it became clear 
that there were significant over provision of fire extinguishers. 
Instead of just ticking a box we pro-actively assessed the 
situation and found that the numbers could be safely reduced 
by up to 75% in some areas.

APPOINTMENT:  
Compartment wall surveys
Fire Door surveys
Fire strategy
Fire risk assessments

CASE STUDY: FIRE ENGINEERING & RISK MANAGEMENT
ROYAL BERKSHIRE HOSPITAL

“Trenton were employed to look at the condition and suitability 
of fire doors across the Trust. From the onset they understood 
their brief and carried out a survey, this was carried out in a very 
professional and diligent manner. The representative carried 
out much of this survey unaided which was very beneficial 
to the Trust as sparing individuals as guides can be very time 
consuming. A report was produced which was clear and concise 
and indicated some areas of concern. As a result of this survey 
a set of fire doors were removed and tested at a specialist test 
centre and subsequently have improved the standard of the fire 
doors. The survey and report was very helpful in highlighting 
areas we needed to improve to maintain fire integrity.”
Paul Eastwood, Estate Manager, Homerton Hospital
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Redevelopment of the Womens Services section of 
Gloucestershire Royal Hospital resulted in Trenton Fire getting 
involved to ensure a robust and safe fire strategy was developed. 
The Trust Fire Officer and approving authority had done a 
significant amount of good work however our fire engineers 
were able to pull all their work together into a cohesive strategy. 
This enabled the building operators to take over the site and be 
confident they understood the fire safety principles and if any 
changes are made in the future the fire risk assessment has a 
solid foundation to work from.  This was more involved than a 
green field site as it needed to fully integrate into the existing 
hospital management procedures yet retain an efficient and 
modern build.
The fire strategy proved the design was mainly compliant with 
published guidance and where variations did occur that the 
solutions were fully justified and shown to provide at least as 
effective fire protection as a code compliant solution but are 
often safer. Working with the Trust Fire Officer, design team 
and client we were able to develop a fully integrated fire safety 
design that worked with the existing hospital procedures and 
benefited from the advantages the management systems 
achieved. 

DIFFICULTIES OVERCOME: The project was designed and 
constructed while the existing hospital was being operated. 
Throughout both these stages we worked hard to ensure the 
works had minimal impact on the existing provisions and there 
were not significant changes in management needing to be 
incorporated. Where possible we always ensure solutions have 
minimal impact on operations.  

CASE STUDY: FIRE SAFETY STRATEGY
WOMEN’S SERVICES REDEVELOPMENT, GLOUCESTERSHIRE NHS

APPOINTMENT:  
Fire Safety Strategy

CLIENT:  
Costain

ADDED VALUE: Hospital specific fire safety design, addressing 
all concerns from contractor to end user, reduced delays in 
approving variations.
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